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PYOTR ILYICH TCHAIKOVSKY 1840-1893
 Swan Lake Op.20
 Act I
1.  No.2 Waltz (Tempo di valse) 7’17

 Act II 
2.  No.10 Scene – Swan Theme (Moderato) 6’31
3.  No.13 Dance of the Little Swans (Allegro moderato)  1’27
4.  No.13 Pas d’action – Second Dance of the Queen  

Andante non troppo – Allegro 8’04

 Act III
5.  No.20 Hungarian Dance: Csárdás (Moderato assai –  

Allegro moderato – Vivace) 3’46
6.  No.21 Spanish Dance (Allegro non troppo: Tempo di Bolero) 2’28

 Sleeping Beauty Op.66
 Act I
7.  The Spell. No.6 Waltz (Allegro: Tempo di valse) 5’00
8.  The Spell. No.8 Pas d’action: Rose Adagio (Andante – Adagio meastoso) 6’32  

 Act II 
9.  The Vision. No.17 Panorama (Andantino) 2’07

 Act III

10.  The Wedding. No.24 Pas de caractère  
(Puss-in-Boots and the White Cat) (Allegro moderato) 2’30

11.  The Wedding: No.28 Pas de deux (Auroroa and Florimund)  
Adagio (Andante non troppo) 4’43

12.  The Wedding: No.28 Pas de deux (Aurora and Florimund)  
Coda (Allegro Vivace) 1’19

13.  The Wedding: No.30 Finale (Alegro brillante: Tempo di mazurka) 4’02

 The Nutcracker Op.71
14. Miniature Overture 3’21

 Act I
15. No.2 March 2’19

 Act II
16.  No.12 Divertissement. Coffee: Arabian Dance  3’23
17.  No.12 Divertissement. Tea: Chinese Dance 1’06
18.  No.12 Divertissement. Trepak: Russian Dance 1’09
19.  No.12 Divertissement. Dance of the Reed Pipes 2’21  
20.  No.14 Pas de deux. Variation 2: Dance of the Sugar Plum Fairy 4’29
21.  No.13 Waltz of the Flowers 6’42  

Royal Philharmonic Orchestra
Conductors:
Nicolae Moldoveanu (Swan Lake)
Barry Wordsworth (Sleeping Beauty)
David Maninov (The Nutcracker)



SERGEI PROKOFIEV 1891-1953
 Cinderella – Suite No.1 Op.107
22. No.1 Cinderella  2’15
23. No.2 Pas de châle  3’43
24. No.3 Quarrel  3’28
25.  No.4 Fairy Godmother and the Winter Fairy  4’57
26. No.5 Mazurka  4’49
27.  No.6 Cinderella goes to the ball  2’45
28. No.7 Cinderella’s Waltz  2’47
29. No.8 Midnight  2’10

  The Stone Flower – Suite No.1 Op.126 ‘Wedding Suite’
30. No.1 Love Scene  7’55
31.  No.2 Dance of the Groom's Men  2’09
32.  No.3 Dance of the Young Girls  3’47
33. No.4 Ritual Dance  2’19
34. No.5 Wedding Dance  3’28

  Romeo And Juliet – Suite No.2 Op.64ter
35. No.1 Montagues and Capulets  5’00
36. No.2 Juliet as a Young Girl  3’51
37. No.3 Friar Laurence  3’01
38. No.4 Dance  2’00
39.  No.5 Romeo and Juliet before parting  9’33
40. No.6 Dance of the Maids  2’20
41. No.7 Romeo at Juliet’s Grave  6’23

Novosibirsk Symphony Orchestra
Arnold Katz conductor

ARAM KHACHATURIAN 1903-1978
 Gayaneh – Ballet Suite
42. Dance of the Rose Maidens  2’42
43. Aysha’s Dance  4’22
44. Dance of the Highlanders  1’57
45. Lullaby  5’53
46. Noune’s Dance  1’44
47. Armen’s Var  1’58
48. Gayaneh’s Adagio  4’00
49. Lezghinka  2’57
50. Dance with Tambourines  2’59
51. Sabre Dance  2’30

 Spartacus – Ballet Suite
52.  Introduction – Dance of the Nymphs  6’04
53. Aegina’s Dance  4’00
54.  Scene and Dance with Crotalums  3’52
55.  Adagio of Spartacus and Phrygia 9’43
56.  Dance of The Gaditan Maidens – Victory of Spartacus  8’10

Bolshoi Theatre Orchestra
Evgeny Svetlanov conductor

Track 1–21: Recording: 15-16 April 1995 (Op71), Henry Wood Hall, London; 13–15 July 2009 (Op.20);  
31 May–2 June 2010 (Op.66), Cadogan Hall, London, UK.
p 1995, 2009 & 2010 Royal Philharmonic Orchestra Ltd. The copyright in this sound recording is owned by 
Royal Philharmonic Orchestra Ltd. Under licence to Brilliant Classics
Track 22–41: Recording: June 1997
Licensed from National Music Publishers, Russian Federation 
Track 42–56: Recording: 3–6 January 2000, Moscow
Licensed from National Music Publishers, Russian Federation
© 2016 Brilliant Classics



was regarded and rejected as being too complicated and putting the music too much 
in the foreground. The conductor of the first night of Swan Lake had great problems 
with the score, which probably contributed to the failure.

Although Tchaikovsky did not have the character of a revolutionary, he changed 
the genre because it enabled him to realize his ideas about fate. Both in his life and 
his works the composer was fascinated by fate and by the opposition between the 
ugly world outside and the lovely, innocent realm of fantasy. In his most well-known 
operas Jevgeni Onegin and Pique Dame fate celebrates victory and characters are 
doomed to go under. In his ballets however the battle between the evil and innocent 
inner world ends with a victory of the good. For Tchaikovsky ballet was just as 
dramatic as opera and orchestral music. 

For this reason, his ballets are often described as symphonies with a story and 
operas without voices but with a happy ending. What all these genres have in 
common, is Tchaikovsky’s love for French music. He was a great admirer of Bizet’s 
Carmen and adored the French combination of elegance and ‘le joli’, as he called it. 
The game between hidden tragedy and external beauty, outer formality and informal 
drama is a constant feature throughout Tchaikovsky’s entire career.

Posthumous history often distorts the intentions of the composer. No matter how 
strongly Tchaikovsky emphasized the ongoing character of his ballets, at present they 
are primarily regarded and loved as a collection of individual pieces from which only 
a handful are well-known. Ballet companies often perform the entire compositions, 
but orchestras usually only play a selection of the most famous sections. In the 
concert hall the beauty and elegance have always superseded the tragic story and the 
happy ending, in the theatre the dance as a form of wordless opera has always beaten 
the music.

In any case the ballets have hugely contributed to Tchaikovsky’s present popularity. 
After an initial hesitation, his ballets are regarded and respected as the greatest 
achievements in their genre, having become a source of great inspiration for all the 
ballet composers after him and the ultimate test for any choreographer. The three 
ballets have put the circumstances of their creation and their initial neglect into 
oblivion, but the music has remained.
© Emanuel Overbeeke

Tchaikovsky: the ballet composer
Tchaikovsky’s three ballets nowadays belong to his most popular works. During 
his lifetime, however, they had a very different reputation. This has to do with the 
prestige of ballet in Russia during the nineteenth century and Tchiakovsky’s approach 
of the genre.

French was the lingua franca for the Russian aristocracy. Russians went for their 
cultural education to France (and after the Russian Revolution many aristocrats chose 
Paris as their European home) and Russia was a beloved place to visit for western 
artists. Before 1850 Russian classical music was mainly an imported genre: Franz 
Liszt made extended concert tours. Opera meant Italian opera (the premiere of Verdi’s 
La forza del destino took place in St. Petersburg) and Russian ballet meant French 
ballet.

Tchaikovsky came entranced under the spell of ballet in 1870 when he visited the 
estate of his sister near Moscow. There he saw her daughters dancing and he provided 
them with some music. A chance to write a long ballet came in 1875, when the 
composer received a commission from the Imperial Theatre in Moscow. 

Tchaikovsky completed the score of Swan Lake in April 1876 and the premiere 
took place in February 1877. Since the first night was no great success, the second 
performance took place only after the composer’s death.

The reason for this failure is obvious. Most people in Russia associated a ballet 
performance with a succession of separate acrobatic and elegant gestures without an 
ongoing story. Dance was a decorative art form and in ballet music was subordinate 
to dance. Besides, ballet music was French music. The most popular composers in 
Russia during Tchaikovsky’s lifetime were Delibes and Massenet. 

Tchaikovsky challenged these conventions in many ways. He conceived his three 
ballets as long, ongoing stories in which he combined the two most wanted elements: 
a ballet as a long party for the ruling classes and as a set of mass dances for the 
ordinary people. In order to please both groups, he spread the decorative numbers 
over the piece, so the ballet with a length of an entire evening was a mixture of 
storytelling and non-storytelling episodes. 

Of course this new structure raised the issue of coherence. To create this he worked 
in Swan Lake with a number of keys, melodies and rhythms which return throughout 
the piece. The world of the swans is expressed in a key with one or more ‘sharps’, the 
forces of evil with keys with one or more ‘flats’.

Another innovation is a bigger role for the orchestra. Compared to the ballet music 
of the popular composers at the time as Gerber and Minkus, Tchaikovsky’s music 



known as the ‘Dance of the Five Couples’, depicts part of a popular holiday – the 
dancers’ delicate movements are interrupted by the passage of a cheerful procession, 
before they resume once more. This is followed by the elegiac passion of ‘Romeo and 
Juliet before parting’, a romantic aubade in which Romeo takes his leave of Juliet. 
This is one of the ballet’s two great love scenes, featuring wide-arching, passionate 
melodies, expressively scored for solo instruments. In the ‘Dance of the Maids’ we 
have a delicate and lyrical interlude on the morning of Juliet’s intended marriage to 
Paris – but the heroine cannot be roused from her sleep. ‘Romeo at Juliet’s Grave’ 
comes from the closing pages of the ballet. It evokes the funeral procession in which 
the drugged Juliet is carried to her grave, and Romeo’s despair and suicide.

Cinderella was Prokofiev’s second large-scale ballet composed in Soviet Russia, 
a follow-up to the success of Romeo and Juliet, commissioned by the Kirov Ballet 
in 1940 to a scenario by Nikolai Volkov. Though the principal story was drawn 
from Cendrillon, the famous fairy tale by Perrault, Prokofiev wanted to adapt the 
Cinderella story in the style of a specifically Russian kind of fairy tale, and introduced 
a host of sprites and fairies as subsidiary characters. In the story, Cinderella lives with 
her stepsisters, who are more mad than wicked in this version. One day she shows 
kindness to a beggar, who reveals herself to be a fairy and rewards Cinderella by 
giving her a magic coach and beautiful clothes, to use only until midnight. At the ball 
Cinderella falls in love with the prince but flees at midnight, leaving behind a single 
slipper, which the prince uses to find her.

The music of the ballet is rich and complex, and, despite its reputation as a ballet 
for children, has a sophistication that makes it suitable for an adult audience. In June 
1941 Prokofiev was working on the piano score of the second act in the countryside 
near Moscow when he heard of the Nazi invasion of Russia. He at once laid the ballet 
aside for nearly two years, during which he concentrated on writing his opera War 
and Peace. However, he returned to Moscow at the end of 1943 with a completed 
piano score of Cinderella, which he had completely orchestrated by the summer of 
1944. It was in fact the Bolshoi Ballet, rather than the Kirov, that gave the premiere in 
November 1945; Prokofiev was unable to supervise the rehearsals owing to illness (he 
had brain concussion caused by a fall, which would lead to an ongoing deterioration 
in health throughout the rest of his life), but the occasion was a tremendous success. 

As with Romeo and Juliet, Prokofiev subsequently quarried the ballet for suites and 
individual pieces that could be arranged for different instruments – this resulted in 
three orchestral suites, three sets of piano pieces and a work for cello and piano. The 
Suite No.1 Op.107, arranged in 1946, was premiered in Moscow on 12 November 

Prokofiev: Suites from the Soviet Ballets
Prokofiev’s ballet Romeo and Juliet was commissioned by the Bolshoi Theatre in 
Moscow in the mid-1930s, shortly after the composer’s return to the USSR from 
the self-imposed exile he had adopted following the 1917 Revolution. Conceived 
by Prokofiev as a ‘silent opera’, the ballet’s unusual length and fidelity to the 
psychological depths of Shakespeare’s drama at first militated against its performance: 
in 1935 the virtually completed ballet was rejected by the Bolshoi as ‘unsuitable 
for dancing’, and in 1937 a proposed Leningrad production was cancelled. It 
was not until 1938 that Romeo and Juliet was first performed, and then in Brno, 
Czechoslovakia; a Russian production was not achieved until 1940, in Leningrad.

The music, which for the most part eschews the sensationalism of the scores 
Prokofiev wrote in his émigré years, has a freshness, depth and occasional epic 
nobility that makes clearer than ever before the composer’s basic kinship with 
the great 19thcentury Russian musical traditions of Borodin, Mussorgsky and 
Tchaikovsky. Though the tragedy of the young lovers is, of course, central to the 
ballet, the score is a broad canvas, teeming with orchestral invention. On the one 
hand, Prokofiev paints a picture of the bright, sunlit, bustling Renaissance Italy 
that acts as the backdrop to the tragedy, giving him an opportunity to write plenty 
of communal dances for the full Bolshoi troupe. On the other hand, he evokes the 
sumptuous, stiff and hieratic formality of the ceremonial aristocratic world of the 
Montagues and Capulets. 

The great length of the score, which comprises nearly 60 separate numbers, means 
that it is seldom heard in the concert hall in its complete form. Instead, Prokofiev 
reworked much of the material into three different suites for concert performance.  
Suites 1 and 2, prepared in 1936–7, were both performed in Russia well in advance 
of the full ballet. Prokofiev himself conducted the premiere of Suite No.2 Op.64ter 
in Leningrad on 15 April 1937. Taking the movements in order, ‘Montagues and 
Capulets’ evokes the ball given in Juliet’s honour by her parents. Knights in armour 
dance a heavy, ponderous measure, and then in a gentler section Juliet dances, to 
general admiration but in a coolly formal way, with Paris, whom her parents intend 
her to marry. The scherzo-like ‘Juliet as a Young Girl’ presents the heroine – here 
preparing for the ball – as young, fragile and impetuous; she is characterised by 
rushing scale figures, a tender ascending tune and a plaintive woodwind theme that 
comes to represent her tragic destiny.

‘Friar Laurence’ is a warm Andante espressivo portraying the honest friar who 
performs the secret marriage ceremony between Romeo and Juliet. The ‘Dance’, also 



music of the suite is drawn from the second scene of Act I, and is appropriately light 
and colourful, with a strong folk influence in the various dances. Even by Prokofiev’s 
standards, the score is full of memorable melodic invention, glorious soaring themes, 
such as those in the ‘Amorous Dance’, and characteristic turns of phrase, harmony 
and orchestration.
© Malcolm MacDonald

that year, conducted by Abram Stasevich. It contains several of the best-loved 
numbers from the ballet, notably the ‘Pas de châle’, the quarrel between the stepsisters 
over their attire for the ball, ‘Cinderella goes to the ball’, with its hints of excitement 
and danger, and the sumptuous ‘Cinderella’s Waltz’. The suite ends with Prokofiev’s 
brilliant evocation of the palace clock striking midnight – in his version 12 fantastic 
dwarf’s jump out of the clock and dance.

The third and last of Prokofiev’s Soviet ballets, The Stone Flower, was conceived at 
a time when the composer was in poor health and his official reputation had suffered 
an almost fatal blow. The concerted political attack on leading Soviet composers, 
including Prokofiev, Shostakovich and Myaskovsky, instigated by Stalin’s henchman 
Andrei Zhdanov at the notorious 1948 Congress of the Soviet Composers’ Union, 
had effectively ruined his career. According to some accounts, Prokofiev never 
wholly recovered from the public abuse and humiliation that was heaped upon 
his ideologically incorrect taste for ‘dissonant modernism’ and ‘decadent Western 
formalism’. Over the next three years he worked on the four-act ballet The Stone 
Flower, which is based on the Russian Urals folk tale of the same name by Pavel 
Bazhov from his collection The Malachite Casket. The scenario, developed from this 
tale, is a love story that mixes real life scenes with fantastic dreams, classical dance 
and folk choreography.

The scenario concerns the stone carver Danila, who is betrothed to the beautiful 
Katerina. His creative urge and desire to create more perfect art is the central theme 
of the ballet; wishing to learn the full power of the stone and display its beauty to 
the people, he aims to create a malachite vase that will be as simple and beautiful as 
a flower – and therefore undertakes a quest to the subterranean realm of the Queen 
of the Copper Mountain, who offers to help him but also desires him for herself. The 
strength of Danila and Katerina’s love for each other, however, eventually convinces 
the Queen to release him, and the young lovers return to their village in possession of 
the secret of creating beauty from stone.

Prokofiev died from a cerebral haemorrhage in April 1953, without ever seeing 
The Stone Flower staged (it was first produced by the Bolshoi Ballet in Moscow in 
February 1954, with Galina Ulanova in the role of Katerina). The Bolshoi production 
was criticised as too realistic, long and cumbersome, and the ballet was slow to 
make its way into the repertoire of the USSR. However, as with Romeo and Juliet 
and Cinderella, Prokofiev had already derived a number of concert works from the 
ballet, notably the ‘Wedding Suite’ Op.126, which had been arranged in 1951 and 
was premiered in Moscow in December that year, conducted by Samuil Samosud. The 



The ballet’s action was originally based on the story of a young Armenian woman 
(named Gayaneh after the Armenian saint Gayane), living on a collective farm of 
which her father is the chairman, whose patriotic convictions are brought into 
conflict with her personal emotions when she discovers her drunkard husband is 
involved in smuggling and anti-Soviet plotting. However, the scenario was modified 
in later years to emphasise the romantic element rather than Armenian national 
aspiration. Khachaturian had written one previous ballet, Happiness, about the 
life and labour of Soviet frontier guards and collective farmers, which had been 
premiered by the Bolshoi Ballet in 1939, but he had been dissatisfied with the result 
and subsequently broke up the score of Happiness for use in Gayaneh. Since he had 
spent a considerable time researching Armenian and Central Asian folklore to add 
national colour to Happiness, the music proved highly appropriate for the new ballet: 
Gayaneh celebrates the friendship among the various peoples of the Soviet Union, and 
therefore places great prominence on the rhythms and textures of Central Asian folk 
music. Altogether, the ballet did much to inspire a folkloristic strain in postwar Soviet 
music, even though its composer would later be condemned by Zhdanov and the 
Soviet Composers’ Union.

In 1943 Khachaturian assembled three orchestral suites from Gayaneh; he 
distributed the most popular numbers across the three suites, so they are seldom 
heard as he originally devised them, and conductors often make their own selections. 
In addition to a number of folk dances, the programme heard on this disc includes 
numbers associated with particular characters: Aysha is a Kurdish girl living in 
the mountainous settlement near the collective farm (also referenced in the ‘Dance 
of the Highlanders’), who is loved by Gayaneh’s brother Armen, while Noune is 
Gayaneh’s younger sister who is in love with a young man called Karen. Gayaneh, 
however, has centre stage in her famous Adagio, which was used by Stanley Kubrick 
on the soundtrack of his film 2001: A Space Odyssey. Most famous of all – in fact, 
probably the most famous piece Khachacturian ever composed – is the exuberant 
and fiery ‘Sabre Dance’, which originally formed part of a collection of ethnic dances 
in Act 3 of the ballet (the ‘Lezghinka’ is another of these). A whirling war dance 
in which the dancers display their prowess with sabres, the piece also includes an 
Armenian folksong from the Gyumri region. This orchestral warhorse, with its 
compulsive rhythmic drive, has been recycled in countless other contexts, including 
as a jazz number and a pop song. Ironically, Khachaturian is said to have composed 
this world-renowned piece in about 40 minutes, in a bet with a colleague as to how 
quickly he could write a complete movement!

Khachaturian completed his other major ballet, Spartacus, in February 1954. 

Khachaturian: Suites from Gayaneh and Spartacus
Aram Ilyich Khachaturian was born in Tbilisi, Georgia, to a poor Armenian family. 
Although he was fascinated by the music he heard around him as a child, he remained 
self-taught until the early 1920s, when he moved to Moscow with his brother, who 
had become stage director of the Second Moscow Art Theatre. Despite this lack of 
formal training, Khachaturian showed such musical promise that he was admitted 
to the Gnessin Institute, where he studied cello and, from 1925, composition with 
the Institute’s founder, the Russian-Jewish composer Mikhail Gnessin. In 1929, 
Khachaturian entered the Moscow Conservatory where he studied composition 
with Nikolai Myaskovsky and orchestration with Sergei Vasilenko. He graduated in 
1934 and wrote most of his important works – the symphonies, ballets and principal 
concertos – over the following 20 years. In 1951, he became professor at the Gnessin 
State Musical and Pedagogical Institute (Moscow) and at the Moscow Conservatory. 
He also held important posts at the Composers’ Union, becoming Deputy Chairman 
of the Moscow branch in 1937 and Vice-Chairman of the Organising Committee of 
Soviet Composers in 1939.

In 1948, however, Khachaturian temporarily fell from official favour and was 
condemned by Andrei Zhdanov, secretary of the Communist Party’s Central 
Committee, as ‘formalist’ and ‘anti-popular’, a charge also levelled at Shostakovich, 
Prokofiev and Myaskovsky. Although the composers in question were established 
internationally as leading figures in Soviet music, and Khachaturian had always 
striven to incorporate folk elements into his music, he was forced to make a public 
apology for his ‘stylistic deviations from the socialist path’. In time, however, he 
regained official favour. He received many state awards, both before and after 
the Zhdanov decree, and went on to serve again as Secretary of the Board of the 
Composers’ Union from 1957. Although Khachaturian lived and died in Moscow he 
was buried in Yerevan, Armenia, alongside other distinguished compatriots who had 
made Armenian art accessible to international audiences. In 1998, his image appeared 
on the Armenian 50-dram banknote in honour of his achievements.

Khachaturian’s two surviving full-length ballets Gayaneh and Spartacus are his 
longest works, and also contain his most famous music. Gayaneh was composed 
in 1942 for the Kirov Ballet, based in Perm in the Ural Mountains, to a libretto by 
Konstantin Derzhavin, and choreographed by the librettist’s wife Nina Anisimova. 
The premiere was conducted by Pavel Feldt in December 1942 on the small stage of 
the Perm Theatre and, despite being performed by an ad hoc company of dancers 
who happened to be in the city at the time, was a brilliant success, with the part of 
Gayaneh danced by Natalia Dudinskaya. 



Khachaturian extracted four suites from Spartacus, the first three in the period 
1955–57 and the last in 1967, when he undertook a thorough revision of the ballet 
for a new Bolshoi production by Yuri Grigorovich. On this disc we hear Suite No.1, 
but with the famous ‘Adagio of Spartacus and Phrygia’ inserted from Suite No.2. 
Naturally, Khachaturian made no attempt in this colourful and bravura score to 
imitate Ancient Greek, Roman or even Thracian music, yet much of the music in both 
the ballet and its suites has the central-Asian flavour that Khachaturian had made his 
own, as in the ‘Dance with the Crotales’ and the ‘Dance of the Maidens from Gades’ 
(modern Cadiz in Spain). Undoubtedly the most famous number is the ‘Adagio of 
Spartacus and Phrygia’, a high-powered and epic outpouring of romantic feeling. This 
too has reappeared continually in a number of different contexts, for instance as the 
theme for the BBC’s maritime soap opera The Onedin Line (1971–1980), and as a 
pop song, Journey’s End, recorded by Andy Williams in 1984.
© Malcolm MacDonald

He had been working on it for four years, mainly during the summer months at his 
retreat in Staraya Ruza, yet the original idea had occurred to him many years before 
– before Happinesss and Gayaneh, in fact. The initial impulse came from the critic 
and author Nikolai Volkov, who, in 1938, presented Khachaturian with a scenario 
based on the accounts of the Roman historians Plutarch and Appian, embellished to 
introduce new characters including the sly Aegina, the traitor Harmodius and a love 
interest for Spartacus’s wife Phrygia. Volkov took many liberties with the historical 
record. The historical Spartacus was a Thracian warrior who was enslaved and made 
to fight as a gladiator, before staging an initially successful rebellion against Rome, 
beginning in 73 BC. Two years after establishing their fortress on Mount Vesuvius, 
he attempted to lead his army out of Roman domains, but was out-voted and his 
army were defeated in a bloody battle by the Roman generals Crassus and Pompey. 
Six thousand captured slaves were subsequently crucified along the Appian Way, 
including Spartacus himself.

Though Khachaturian was intrigued enough to announce to the press his intention 
to compose a ballet on the story as early as 1940, he later drew back, believing that 
a subject drawn from classical antiquity would hardly fulfil the Soviet precepts of 
topical relevance. In the dying years of Stalin’s tyranny, however, he came to see that 
its story of slaves rebelling against oppressive rulers was just the kind of thing that the 
Soviet arts commissars were looking to promote, as it could be read as an allegory of 
the proletariat struggling against their bourgeois overlords. In fact, Karl Marx had 
regarded Spartacus as the first great proletarian hero, while Khachaturian may have 
attached a personal significance to the story, as the general who crushed Spartacus’s 
rebellious uprising, Marcus Licinius Crassus, met his death in 53 BC during an 
attempted invasion of Parthia by way of Armenia. (Western listeners will be familiar 
with the story of Spartacus from the 1961 Hollywood movie, starring Kirk Douglas, 
Laurence Olivier and Peter Ustinov, based on the novel Spartacus by the American 
Communist writer Howard Fast. It is interesting to note that while Khachaturian was 
writing his ballet, Fast – who had served time in prison for refusing to denounce his 
writing colleagues before Joseph McCarthy’s notorious House Un-American Activities 
Committee – managed to self-publish his novel in 1951, and in 1953 was awarded 
the Stalin Peace Prize, raising the international topicality of the subject.) Khachaturian 
received a Lenin Prize for his score in 1959, and the ballet was first staged in 
Leningrad in 1956, with choreography by Leonid Yakobson. A Bolshoi production 
followed two years later, and the ballet has seldom been absent from the Bolshoi 
Ballet’s repertoire since.


